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تقدیم به خانواده گرامی تر از جانم که هر چه دارم، از وجود پرمهر آنهاست.
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Abstract
The thesis explores the space between anticipation and 
experience; The journey from knowing to recognizing the 
unknown. 
Series of drawings, models and videos try to illustrate the 
space in between. 
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Do you follow me or do I follow you?
Is it me that I see in you?
Is it you that I see in me?
I act looking into you
You act looking into me
We are images
We are mirrors
We are hinges
You dance me through you
I dance you through me
Lost in between
I am right where I am not
The journey from self to self
The journey through self
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Walking; the willful act closest to the unwanted rhythms of the body; a delicate harmony 
between being and doing. The state of being in the body and world and mind at the same 
time but not being busy with them. Walking on the landscape of thoughts and earth at the 
same time. While walking, all of our senses are active without interrupting each other. We 
recognize the known and realize the unknown. The more we walk on the same path, the 
more we plant ourselves in it.
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While walking everything is linked. There is a feeling of boundlessness. End of a path 
is a start of a road. Each ending is a start of another one.
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Walking not as an instrumental act but as the destination. 
To pay attention to what’s happening after we begin and before the end. 
The journey in between. 
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The multiple presence that we have while walking. The 
multiple presence we are. The constant transformation 
from one to another: Autonomous and interdependent. 
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We constantly dance in between. We live in between. 
Between knowing and anticipation; between imagination 
and experience. Imagination that carries knowledge and 
experience that embodies unknown.
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Unknown that reveals itself through veils; body, drawing, 
and language as veils that allow us to feel, recognize, 
and share. Veils that turn the world inside-out and let us 
inhabit it.
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